
1993

Porsche 964 30th Anniversary
Price on request

MORE INFO COMING SOON

Delivered new in Belgium-

Original service manual & booklets available-

Rare 30th Anniversary-

Nr 553 of 911-

THIS 964 30th Anniversary

Nr 553 was sold new and delivered new in Belgium at RS motors and stayed in Belgium till the
current owner who lives just across the border in France. According to the current owner, he is the
3d owner. The car still has its original service manual and books; both original keys and remote are
present as well.

1st owner: 1993-



2nd owner: 2000 - 90.315km-

3d owner: 2007 - 224.863km-

The car is finished in Viola Metallic over a Rubicon Grey full leather interior. The exterior of this
Porsche has no defects but the paint was completely redone under current owner ship; a full
respray except the roof which still has its original paint. According to the owner, the Porsche is
completely accident-free. The interior presents in very good condition with little to no signs of wear.
The owner has had the front seats restored; re-coloring the original leather. The rest of the interior
is in very good and original condition.

 Compared to the series models, this limited special model has dials on the instruments with a
“Rubicon grey” background: the five round instruments typical of the 911 naturally
remain.  Furthermore we can see the Cup 1 wheels, the original "911 30 jahre" badge and a
sunroof.

This is a great opportunity to obtain a rare car in lovely condition with extensive history; a car that
begs to be driven. The car currently has French registration.

OPTIONS:

C22: Belgium-

096 : Anniversary edition-

383 : Sports seat, left, electrical height adjustment-

387 : Sports seat, right, electrical height adjustment-

567 : Top-tinted windscreen-

650 : Sun-moon-roof-

THE 964 ANNIVERSARY

The Porsche 964 is the successor of the Porsche 911 “G-model” and came on the market in 1989.
The Porsche 964 was offered with both rear-wheel drive as Carrera 2, as well as with all-wheel
drive as Carrera 4. The Porsche 964 has been improved in many areas compared to the G-model,
for example, there was now power steering and ABS. The engine power of the 964 ranges from
184 kW (250 hp) in the Carrera models up to 265 kW (360 hp) in the turbo model. The Porsche 964
is still a much sought after vehicle today.

Specifications

Mark Porsche
Model 964 30th Anniversary

First use 26/07/1993
Chassis WP0ZZZ96ZPS40305*4
Engine 3600cc flat-6

Transmission Manual gearbox
Mileage 228500 km

Color Viola Metallic
Interior Leather Rubicon Grey
Power 250 hp

Fuel Gas/Petrol (normal)
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